PUBLIC NOTICE
The Chairman's Cocktail

AATT IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS

T

he evening of Wednesday 20th April, 2016 marked a
significant step for Airports Authority of Trinidad and
Tobago ("the Authority") towards its goal of building a
positive corporate image by showcasing the viability of the
organisation and its impact on the economy. Mr Nigel Ferguson,
Chairman of the Authority, hosted stakeholders at the South
Terminal of the Piarco International Airport for a short cocktail event
where attendees were treated to presentations regarding current
projects and business developments at the Authority.
“The Authority has been making a positive impact on job creation
and attracting investment to this country.” Those were the words of
Nigel Ferguson as he pointed to a number of companies that have
signed agreements with the Authority to open new businesses at
Trinidad and Tobago’s airports and existing companies that have
committed to expanding their operations at Piarco and ANR
Robinson International Airports. Among the companies mentioned
were Aviation Business Limited (ABL) and Laparkan (that will be
expanding cargo operations); PHI which will provide helicopter
services; Attenza Duty Free; Signature Flight Support and D’ Roti
Lovers (a Food and Beverage establishment). The Chairman noted
that the high interest in investing suggests that companies have
recognised that the country’s two airports are attractive places to do
business. This is important news in this country at a time where, in
an economic time of uncertainty, the aviation industry offers Trinidad
and Tobago opportunities for diversification and growth.
Ferguson told the audience that while engaged in the business of
managing safe and efficient airports, the Authority has demonstrated
prudent financial management and has been consistently in a
position to fund its operational costs and be self-sufficient through
rental of retail space; estate management; airport advertising; and
rates and charges for aircraft, passenger and cargo movements. The
goal of the Authority is to continue to position itself competitively

and favourably within the aviation industry to attract investment
which will result in revenue earnings for the Authority and job
creation.
Ferguson indicated that the Authority has already:
• reduced the average check in time for passengers via the
introduction of additional self-check- in kiosks;
• improved the restrooms at the North Terminal , POS;
• improved signage for ease of wayfinding;
• commenced discussions with Government agencies such as
Immigration and the Customs and Excise Division to improve
the arrivals experience and better facilitate passengers.
The Authority is also implementing other initiatives to improve the
airport user experience through every stage of the passenger
process from car parking, In 2016 and 2017 there will be
improvements in airport car parking, security screening check
points and in the arrival experience and also an increase the amount
of space available for Bonded warehousing at the Piarco AeroPark.
In his presentation at the event, Hayden Newton, General Manager
of the Authority, explained that given the relationship between oil
prices and jet fuel costs, some studies have found that fuel price
increases lead to a decrease in airline traffic. So the country may
very well see increased travel in 2016 and beyond. As evidence of
keen interest in this market, Air Canada announced that it will
resume flights between Toronto and the Piarco International Airport
(POS) for the period December 2016 to April 2017.
Airports Authority of Trinidad and Tobago continues to successfully
make strides toward the ultimate goal of self-sustainability via
developments in both the aeronautical and non-aeronautical
business. Through its achievements, the Authority will not only reap
benefits for itself, but the nation and the aviation industry on the
whole.

